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● Capital and liquidity requirements reduce bank lending,

interbank rates, and interbank trading volume.

● Interbank trading volume is U-shaped related to

● Interbank rate is inversely U-shaped related to

Introduction Timeline of the Model

● Basel-style capital and liquidity requirements could have several

macro-prudential impacts on banking system, through the

interbank markets.

● Liquidity requirements could, in a way, mitigate banks’ reliance

on the interbank to manage their liquidity issues only with an

appropriate level of the required ratios.

● Our results imply that the current ratio (100%) required seems

ineffective in addressing banks’ reliance on the interbank market.

Policy Implications

Key Results

● The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) has

introduced liquidity requirements to penalize banks’ excess

reliance on the interbank market to obtain short-term liquidity.

● Interbank Rates and Interbank Trading Volume:

● This raises some macro-prudential questions:

1) How does these Basel-style requirements affect banks’

behaviour and the interbank market activities?

2) How do these requirements impact the real economy and social

welfare?

3) Has the target for mitigating macro-prudential issues been

fulfilled as expected?

● In this paper, we build up a dynamic equilibrium model to

1) Investigate the impacts of Basel-style requirements on banks,

interbank market, and the real economy.

2) Analyse from a macro-prudential perspective.

3) Mimic bank lending and overnight interbank market (interbank

rates and interbank trading volume).

4) Compare the impacts among capital and liquidity requirements.

Contributions
● We evaluate the impacts of Basel-style requirements macro-

prudentially, with the consideration of interbank markets.

● We propose a ‘two-stage’ decision making process for our

quantitative analysis.

● We propose a method to harmoniously incorporate both discrete-

and continuous-time factors without compromising generality.
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